Given a planar spline curve and local tolerances, a matched pair of polygons is computed that encloses the curve and whose width (distance between corresponding break points) is below the tolerances. This is the simplest instance of a subdividable linear efficient variety enclosure, short sleve.
Motivation
Nonlinear splines are essential for function and design, but they can present challenges for accurate and robust analysis and use. Since piecewise linear geometry is simpler to work with, an obvious approach is to approximate splines piecewise linearly. Although typically used in rendering, approximation by connecting point samples does not guarantee a bound on the approximation error and it is not a safe approximation for purposes like intersection testing since it does not conservatively bound the spline from one side. The control polygon does better in that the local convex hull provides a safe enclosure; but the width of the enclosure is typically far from minimal. Suboptimal width of the enclosure increases the cost of interrogation in applications such as interference testing or ray casting.
For a large class of refinable functions, in one or several variables, in particular for splines, Lutterkort and Peters (2001a,b) developed subdividable linear efficient PSfrag replacements spline KDS98 Kobbelt et al. (1998) sleve (1) sleve (2) Fig. 1. Enclosing uniform cubic splines. from left to right B-spline control polygon and curve; envelope constructed according to Kobbelt et al. (1998) ; sleve with the same number of segments, sleve with twice the number of segments.
function enclosures, short slefes (pronounced like shirt sleeves), that provide twosided bounds. Their width is typically much less than that of convex hulls or bounding boxes while using roughly the same number of operations. We say 'typically' since the constructions agree for a horizontal line segment and are asymptotically equivalent with an
convergence. The combination of accuracy and low cost is possible, because Lutterkort et al. precompute offline and tabulate a costly optimization specific to the class of splines. The runtime cost is therefore dominated by summing a few second differences of the control points.
over the domain of interest. Key to the approach are the a priori knowledge of the finite spline basis and the fact that (after a careful change of basis), we can precompute optimal bounds on basis functions and tabulate them once and for all. Thus the work is factored into a best max-norm approximation, done off-line -and the computation of second differences for a specific instance of a spline. Bounds based on slefes are observed to be very tight. Indeed, while the simple linear slefe construction cannot be expected to solve the hard non-linear problem of best two-sided max-norm approximation, the detailed analysis in (Peters and Wu, 2003) confirms near-optimality for cubics that have no inflection in the interval of interest: the slefe differs by less than 7% from the optimal.
Approximation theory has long recognized the problems of one-sided approximation and two-sided approximation (Buck, 1965) . Algorithmically, though, according to the seminal monograph (Pinkus, 1989) , page 181, the convergence of the proposed Remez-type algorithms is already in one variable 'generally very slow'. The only termination guarantee is that a subsequence must exist that converges. By contrast, the slefes provide a solution with an explicit error very fast and with a guarantee of error reduction under refinement.
If we distinguish between elementary bounding constructs and (hierarchical) structures that employ these elementary bounding constructs as their oracles, sleves are a structure and its elementary pieces are hexagons £ ¥ ¤ defined in Section 4. A gallery of elementary bounding constructs is shown in Figure 2 including axisaligned bounding boxes (AABB), oriented bounding boxes (OBB), quantized bounding boxes also called '¦ -dops' or discrete orientation polytopes (convex polytopes whose facets are determined by half spaces whose outward normals come from a small fixed set of ¦ orientations) (Crosnier and Rossignac, 1999; Kay and Ka-Fig. 2 . Enclosures based on control points: less grey is better! (from left to right:) cubic curve with control polygon, axis-aligned box, bounding circle, Filip et al. bound (scaled by 1/2), bounding ellipse convex hull, oriented bounding box, 'fat arc', 3-segment sleve. jiya, 1986; Klosowski et al., 1998) , fat arcs (Sederberg et al., 1989) , the bound of Filip et al. (1986) which is based on Taylor expansion, convex hulls, bounding spheres and minimal enclosing ellipsoids (Welzl, 1991) . Gottschalk et al. (1996) and Klosowski (1998) give a good overview of how elementary bounding constructs are used in the context of hierarchical interference detection (for space partitioning methods see e.g. (Basch, 1999) ): simpler constructs like AABBs and spheres provide fast rejection tests in sparse arrangements, while more expensive ¦ -dops and OBBs perform better on complex objects in close proximity. With adaptive resolution, sleves are best suited for curved, non-polyhedral objects in close proximity (cf. Figure 20) . Cohen et al. (1996) and Sander et al. (2000) modify surface simplification for triangulated surfaces to generate (locally) inner and outer hulls. This requires solving a sequence of linear programs at runtime and applies to already triangulated surfaces. Kobbelt (1998) ; Kobbelt et al. (1998) , assemble oriented bounding boxes into a structure called 'envelope'. The goal is to hierarchically support accurate ray-tracing of complex curved objects represented as subdivision curves or surfaces. While the focus is on surfaces, Kobbelt (1998) and Kobbelt et al. (1998) use cubic curves as the motivating case study. Envelope boxes and slefe boxes differ in that an envelope depends, via evaluation and normals, non-linearly on the coefficients of the
. Unsafe construction proposed in (Kobbelt, 1998; Kobbelt et al., 1998) 
. Unsafe construction of outer boundaries (solid line segments) for a two-piece linear interval spline according to (Shen and Patrikalakis, 1998, page 51) . (left two) the outer bounds (solid line segments) are selected for each piece according to the sign combination of the partial derivatives of the central curve (dashed) of the spline; (right) At the turning point, an edge is added and outer bounds are intersected and trimmed. spline. By contrast, the slefes are pseudo-linear, i.e. linear except for a min-max selection. This allows solving inverse problems such as fitting spline curves into prescribed channels . The envelope construction steps and their failure to enclose a planar cubic curve are illustrated in Figure 3 . We can repair the failure of the local bounding box by extending the grey box of the t h curve segment to enclose all four corresponding control points ; or by somehow chopping the curve into pieces so small that its orthogonal projection onto the chord is 1-1. But that does not solve the second, more complex problem that breaks the construction discussed next, namely connecting the boxes by extending and intersecting their edges to form a globally valid enclosure. Hu et al. (1996a,b,c) ; Tuohy et al. (1997) promote the use of interval spline representation (Sederberg and Farouki, 1992) for tolerancing, error maintenance and data fitting. The key ingredient of this use of interval arithmetic are AABBs based on the positivity and partition of unity property of the B-splines. Among many other contributions, Shen and Patrikalakis (1998) propose to bound any interval spline of uniform width (for each component, the difference between upper bound and lower bound is constant for all parameters) by the construction sketched in Figure 4 , whose result is also called 'envelope'. The failure of the approach for a 2-piece interval spline curve of degree 1 is illustrated in Figure 5 . The initial bounding boxes, here intervals, are correct, but the algorithm by which their union is formed is flawed since it violates certificate (2) derived in Section 6.
Subdividable Linear Efficient Function Enclosures
in the recursively applied norm: the width is as small as possible where it is maximal -and, having fixed the breakpoint values where the maximal width is taken on (zeroth and first breakpoint in Fig. 6 ), the width at the remaining breakpoints is recursively minimized subject to matching the already fixed break point values.
The general slefe construction
The slefe construction is based on the two general lemmas from (Lutterkort and Peters, 2001a; Lutterkort, 2000) and the once-and-for-all tabulation
enclosures of a small set of functions,
. These tables are available via (Wu and Peters, 2004) . Understanding the section is helpful but not necessary for understanding the remainder of this paper.
The change-of-basis lemma below is valid for a large class of functions and approximating spaces, and it is best proven in the general setting since specialization only adds notation. For our purposes, it suffices to think of 
, and linear maps
1 be the space of univariate polynomials of degree¨, in Bézier form 
For example, the value of
. The optimal lower bound is computed by recursive minimization, according to Lemma 5 of (Peters and Wu, 2003) . This procedure yields the 
is invariant under addition of constant and linear terms to © and B one (DeCasteljau) subdivision step (see (Prautzsch et al., 2002; Farin, 1997, e.g.) ) at the midpoint, 
Such interval enclosures can be used, say for intersection testing. However, just like other local enclosures, they have two shortcomings for effective use: multiplicity and gaps. Multiplicity refers to the fact that we need to test against all possible bounding segments. For example, to check interference between two interval enclosures, we need to check the four potential boundary curves of one against those of the other and even this is not enough due to gaps. Gaps refers to the fact that adjacent bounding segments do not necessarily meet up or they intersect early. We would like to prescribe the number of segments per polynomial piece at the outset. However, filling the gaps either requires more pieces by including edges of the point enclosures, or trimming to an intersection. (There could be up to three additional segments for one breakpoint.) Fortunately, if we are careful, the obvious strategy of extending or clipping 'extreme' segments can be guaranteed to work efficiently and stably. £
Here and later, we argue that subdivision at the midpoint eventually removes the offending cases, which correspond to sharp turns or self intersection.
To simplify the argument, we rule out curves with cusps and corners for now but will include them in the final argument.
Lemma 5.3 If the curve is regularly parametrized, subdivision at the midpoint in the limit (i) orders any triple
rules out cases 4a and 4b, a weaker condition suffices since only complete interpenetration of the point enclosures has to be prevented. In particular, (ii) holds already when the curve pieces are regularly parametrized, allowing for corners at joints between the polynomial pieces. So, if we can assure that we eventually subdivide at all parameters that correspond to a singularity, (ii) also holds for curves with isolated singularities. A piece of zero extent presents no problem since the point enclosures have zero width. Note that two adjacent curves may need to be subdivided if we are at an end point, i.e. if
T "
or T W ¡ .
Gaps and Intersections: the correct pairwise joining of bounding regions
If we would simply take the union of the bounding regions constructed in the previous section, we would have a correct enclosure of the curve. However, as pointed out earlier, that union is considerably more complex than two line segments per curve segment and it is not cheap to compute compared to extending and intersecting the edges of the regions. This section gives a criterion for correctly joining two adjacent bounding regions by extending and intersecting their edges. It applies, in particular, to bounding regions generated as the convex hull of two boxes, not necessarily axis-aligned. Oriented bounding boxes fall into this framework as degenerate hexagons, where the box is reduced to a line segment. In particular, schemes like (Kobbelt, 1998; Kobbelt et al., 1998; Shen and Patrikalakis, 1998) When one of the constraints fails we can either combine the offending point enclosures, if we are below the tolerance, or subdivide the curve, i.e. rerepresent it with a finer control structure and sleve over both half-domains. 
Lemma 7.2 If the curve is regularly parametrized, subdivision at the midpoint enforces Constraints (

Endpoints of enclosures
When connecting a series of Bézier curves, linking 
Tolerance test, subdivision or segmentation increase
Due to the extension to avoid gaps, the width of the sleve, 
Parametrization and coordinate system
Like many other spline computations, sleves depend on the spline's parametrization rather than its intrinsic geometry. This can reduce the efficiency (without affecting the correctness) if the parametrization is more complex than the geometry. (Wu and Peters, 2004) ) to compute
by their smallest enclosing axis-aligned box.
(2) For each Bézier curve piece The tolerance requirement catches the case in 2.ii where lines are parallel but not equal and resolves cases 4a and 4b of table T.
Extensions and Applications
By knot insertion, the construction of NURBS sleves from sleves of splines in Bézier representation is immediate. For splines with a uniform knot sequence, however, it is worth using the slefes in (Lutterkort and Peters, 2001b) . The midpath Conceptually, surface sleves can be bootstrapped from curve sleves as illustrated in Figure 18 . A new aspect is the determination of the vertices of the bounding triangulations which can no longer be computed simply by intersecting two lines. 
Application: Polygonalization of curve trimmed domain
Planar spline curves are frequently used in CAGD as trimming curves, in the parameter domain (see Figure 19 left). To render trimmed surfaces, the curved domain needs to be linearized. Linearizing by sampling can result both in missing and in extraneous surface pieces. Choosing the area between the two outer sleves (Figure 19 , lower row) creates a polygonal region guaranteed to cover the entire domain. Using the inner sleves guarantees that no extraneous piece is rendered. Subdivision or increasing the number W of segments improves the approximation to any prescribed tolerance.
Application: separation test
For curved objects in close proximity, Figure 20 , left, middle, illustrates the effectiveness of sleves. Here a convex-hull test fails to detect separation even after subdividing the pieces. However, narrowness of the bounding construct is just one of several criteria for usefulness in intersection testing: simpler constructs like axisaligned bounding boxes and spheres provide faster rejection tests in sparse settings. We are currently testing whether tightness pays off in higher dimensions as the cost of refinement increases and precision pays.
Summary
Even for planar curves, the construction of a correct, tight piecewise linear enclosure is nontrivial. The sleve construction described in this paper comes with a proof and is relatively simple to implement. It provides bounds on the width and two mechanisms for adaptively reducing the width of the enclosure.
